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Summary

In wartime, love means being able to read between the lines.
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1916

His letters are thick, the handwriting small. Cities of detail rise from the paper’s bland surface: crowded alleyways of incident, houses struggling against collapse in the shrapnel-rain of daily despair. She imagines him writing in his trench, back braced against an earthen wall fortified with planks.
Strangely, the censor’s pen is what Edith cherishes most. They must write in code, navigating those narrow passageways of sentences, ducking barriers, scaling fences. Together. Perhaps this, more than any courtship-sonnet or love-missive, is a marriage’s written heart: the one-for-one transaction, the private language mirrored only in the hands and eyes of one other.

3019

A message: the banner’s fabric is supple but strong. Woven to withstand all wind and weather, and the myriad insults of the battlefield. He imagines her working in quiet rooms, needle and thread glinting in candlelight.

As all standards need be, it’s a public dispatch, proclaiming hope or challenge to all who’d glimpse it above the fray. Yet he knows, too, there’s something precious and private in the pattern of the cloth. In the work of her hands, made solid to him here, are the years of promise. All the things between them that do not need to be spoken.
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